
Evan Wu吳 謹亘

experience

Sunfriend Food Corp Sep 2012-Jan 2013, Graphic Design
Creative designer for the BEAR BEER brand
Collaborated with marketing on brand strategies

Smirk Design Studio 2008-Present, Co-Founder
Co-founded the studio focused on graphic design, product design
Competed in Vieshow Cinema interior design competition
Designed and Developed electronic accessories for the iPad
Designed and Developed Basicare products

SMD lab. 2012-Present, Co-Founder
Co-founded the studio focused on app and web developing.
In charge of user interface and experience design.
Designed one of the most popular public biking app in Taiwan with more than 100k downloads. 

Trigger 2015-Present, UI/UX Design
Help product developing.
User interface design.

Mega Knives Feb 2009 to Aug 2009, Product Development/Designer
Created product and advertising design concepts
Worked in a cross-functional team to develop various products from
concept to production

hello@evanwu.info

http://www.evanwu.info

+16467014729

New York, NY

awards

o.b. marketing competition, Second Place, 2008

Gold honor in OPEN DATA competition, 2014

Invited and exhibited in Taiwan Design+iF, 2007

Invited and exhibited at YODEX, 2007

education

Soochow University
BA in Sociology 2008-2011

Shih-Chien University
Major in Industrial Design 2005-2008

New York University
MPS in Interactive Telecommunications Program (ITP) 2013-2015

skills and languages

Native in Mandarin Chinese
Fluent in English

creative coding 

visual design

physical computing

Experienced in rapid prototyping and 
agile development.

Familiar with SPSS and various sociology
theories.

Hi, my name is Evan. I'm an UI/UX designer and professional dreamer who graduated from NYU ITP.

Before coming to New York, I was a product and graphic designer who studied sociology in Taiwan. I've always had 
a certain thirst for knowledge and a drive to gain an understanding of the dynamics of people and things in our 
world and I believe my combined background in design, sociology and technology gives me unique perspective 
on this world. 

If you found me interesting, please feel free to contact me.


